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LAW AND POLICY

Policies and practices
Fhat’ in Keneral terbs’ are your KoJernbent?s policies and practices 
reKardinK oJersiKht and reJiew of foreiKn inJestbentq

The United Arab Emirates (UAE) encourages participation of foreign investors in the 
economy through various initiatives.

The UAE has many jurisdictions for incorporation of companies. Each emirate of the UAE has 
its own licensing authority. In addition, there are more than 40 free zones and each free zone 
is a separate jurisdiction for incorporation. A foreign investor (an individual or a corporate) 
wishing to establish a presence in the UAE, depending on the business model, has the option 
to either establish its presence in mainland or onshore UAE (outside of the free-zone areas) 
or in one of the free zones of the UAE.

Until recently, there were certain restrictions on foreign investors from owning majority 
shares in companies incorporated in mainland/onshore UAE. However, since 2020, the UAE 
has introduced signiDcant changes to its legal landscape regarding foreign direct investment 
(F3I). The UAE has recently enacted Federal 3ecree-Law No. 12 of 202J on Commercial 
Companies (the new Companies Law), which came into force on 2 5anuary 2022. It replaced 
Federal Law No. 2 of 20Jq on Commercial Companies (the old Companies Law). The 
Companies Law is applicable to all entities established in the UAE outside of the free 
zone areas. The Companies Law (among other things) solidiDes the concepts of foreign 
ownership of companies, corporate governance and minority protection. The recent changes 
to the legal landscape have removed the reSuirement for a company (such as a limited 
liability company, which is the most common form of entity used by investors) to have at 
least qJ per cent UAE national ownership. :ubject to certain restrictions on limited activities, 
a foreign investor can establish a J00 per cent foreign-owned company in the UAE.

The UAE cabinet has issued a list of strategic impact activities and the rules for licensing 
companies that engage in any of the listed strategic impact activities. These activities will 
continue to have certain restrictions on foreign ownership. Cabinet Resolution No. qq of 
202J on the 3etermination of the List of :trategic Impact Activities (the Cabinet Resolution) 
identiDes the following broad strategic impact activities•

; security and defence activities and activities of a military natureQ

; banking, money exchange, Dnance company and insurance activitiesQ

; printing currenciesQ

; telecommunicationsQ

; Hajj and Umrah servicesQ

; activities of Wuran memorisation centresQ and

; Dsheries-related services.

For each strategic impact activity, depending on its nature, a speciDc UAE authority has 
been identiDed as the regulatory authority. For example, the Ministry of 3efence and the 
Ministry of Interior are the relevant regulatory authorities for the activities in the security and 
defence sector. Each regulatory authority has been provided with a broad range of powers 
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to determine the percentage of permitted F3I and enact rules and conditions applicable to 
the strategic impact activities under the purview of the regulatory authority.

Free zones have always allowed J00 per cent foreign ownership. These free zones, which 
may establish separate regulatory environments within their designated jurisdiction, are 
attractive to international investors owing to clear and market-oriented regulations, the ability 
to incorporate wholly foreign-owned entities and certain tax holidays on all corporate taxes 
(subject to federal laws on taxation of corporations and businesses).

The UAE is not a party to the 9TO Plurilateral Agreement on Government Procurement. 
Accordingly, government procurement is generally awarded to local companies and 
suppliers where possible.

The UAE does not impose foreign exchange control regulations either in or outside the free 
zones.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Main laws
Fhat are the bain laws that directly or indirectly reKulate ackuisitions 
and inJestbents jy foreiKn nationals and inJestors on the jasis of the 
national interestq

Given the absence of a centralised investment law in the UAE, F3I is regulated by a number 
of distinct legislative texts, including but not limited to•

; Federal 3ecree-Law No. 12 of 202J on Commercial Companies (the Commercial 
Companies Law)Q

; Cabinet Resolution No. qq of 202J on the 3etermination of the List of :trategic Impact 
Activities (the :trategic Impact Activities Resolution)Q

; Federal Law No. 1 of 2022 concerning the Regulation of Commercial Agencies (the 
Commercial Agency Law)Q

; Federal Law No. 4 of 20J2, as amended (the Competition Law)Q

; UAE Economic :ubstance RegulationsQ

; Cabinet Resolution No. 4 of 20J7 on Procurement and 9arehouse Management 
Regulation in the Federal Government, as amended (the Government Tender 
Regulations)Q

; 3ubai Law No. 8 of 2006 Concerning Land Registration in the Emirate of 3ubai and 
similar laws enacted in other emirates (the Property Law)Q

; Federal 3ecree-Law No. 7 of 20J6 On Bankruptcy, as amended (the Bankruptcy Law)Q

; Federal 3ecree-Law No. 48 of 2022 on the Taxation of Corporations and Businesses 
and related regulations and decisionsQ and

; laws and regulations applicable in the various free zones.

New laws regulating competition (Federal 3ecree-Law No. 16 of 2021 on the Regulation 
of Competition) and bankruptcy (Federal 3ecree-Law No. qJ of 2021 promulgating the 
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Financial Reorganization and Bankruptcy Law) were published in the o‘cial gazette on 27 
:eptember 2021 (law will come into force three months from the date of its publication) and 
on 1J October 2021 (law will come into force six months from the date of its publication) 
respectively.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Scope of application
Eutline the scope of application of these laws’ includinK what Hinds of 
inJestbents or transactions are cauKht, &re binority interests cauKhtq 
&re there speciOc sectors oJer which the authorities haJe a power to 
oJersee and preJent foreiKn inJestbent or sectors that are the sujgect of 
special scrutinyq

The Commercial Companies Law is the principal statute that regulates companies 
incorporated in the mainland/onshore UAE. A foreign corporate investor also has an option of 
establishing a branch o‘ce in the UAE. Branches of foreign companies are permitted without 
the participation of a UAE shareholding and/or any UAE national agent. The Commercial 
Companies Law no longer reSuires a branch of a foreign company to appoint a UAE national 
agent (who is not a shareholder of the foreign company/branch). However, currently, in 
certain regulated activities (eg, oil and gas business activities), we still see branches of 
foreign companies appointing UAE national agents.

In asset purchase transactions, depending on the nature of the assets, there may be 
reSuirements to register the change of ownership of assets (eg, vehicles) with an appropriate 
UAE authority.

The UAE cabinet has issued a list of strategic impact activities and the rules for licensing 
companies that engage in any of the listed strategic impact activities. These strategic impact 
activities have certain restrictions on foreign ownership. The Cabinet Resolution identiDes 
the following broad strategic impact activities•

; security and defence activities and activities of a military natureQ

; banking, money exchange, Dnance company and insurance activitiesQ

; printing currenciesQ

; telecommunicationsQ

; Hajj and Umrah servicesQ

; activities of Wuran memorisation centresQ and

; Dsheries-related services.

For each strategic impact activity, depending on its nature, a speciDc UAE authority has 
been identiDed as the regulatory authority. For example, the Ministry of 3efence and the 
Ministry of Interior are the relevant regulatory authorities for the activities in the security and 
defence sector. Each regulatory authority has been provided with a broad range of powers 
to determine the percentage of permitted F3I and enact rules and conditions applicable to 
the strategic impact activities under the purview of the regulatory authority.
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The Commercial Agency Law (which replaced the old J7’J commercial agency law) has 
introduced substantial changes to the UAE commercial agency law regime. Primarily, the 
following category of persons can be appointed as a commercial agent• (J) natural persons 
who are UAE nationalsQ (2) a body corporate that is wholly owned by (a) one or more natural 
persons who are UAE nationalsQ or (b) a public company (subject to the provisions of the 
Commercial Agency Law). Exclusive agents may be appointed for the UAE or a particular 
emirate and/or for speciDc products (and not all the products of a foreign principal). 
Underlying agreements establishing commercial agencies are reSuired to be registered with 
the Ministry of Economy (Ministry). 9hile under the old UAE commercial agency law regime, 
a registered commercial agency agreement could only be terminated by mutual agreement, 
notwithstanding the expiry or breach of such contract, the new Commercial Agency Law has 
relaxed the rules regarding expiry or termination of a commercial agency agreement making 
such rules more principal friendly.

Under the Competition Law, the conduct of any form of economic activity or exploitation 
of intellectual property rights by a natural or legal person in the UAE or outside of the UAE 
that affects competition inside the UAE, or economic activities occurs outside the UAE but 
has the ability to affect competition in the UAE, reSuires the approval of the Ministry. This 
includes any transaction, including mergers and acSuisitions that result in a dominant market 
position. :imilar approvals must be sought in respect of transactions relating to particular 
industry segments, such as the banking sector, which is further subject to a 20 per cent proDt 
tax.

The UAE has adopted the Economic :ubstance Regulations, which are applicable in the 
whole of the UAE. The Regulations apply to all entities that earn income from one or more 
relevant activities (identiDed in the Regulations). Entities that do not conduct a relevant 
activity are outside the scope of the Regulations. Each entity will need to assess its activities 
(by following a substance over form approach) and come to a conclusion as to whether or 
not it undertakes any relevant activities. If an entity does earn income from one or more 
relevant activities during its Dnancial year, it will be reSuired to meet the reSuirements under 
the Regulations and Dle an economic substance return and a report on an annual basis.

The provisions of the Government Tender Regulations apply to all procurement operations 
and contracts of supply, execution of work and provision of services performed by UAE 
federal bodies, but exclude the following federal entities• the Ministry of 3efence, the :tate 
:ecurity apparatus, and all military purchase transactions conducted by the Ministry of 
Interior and determined by a resolution from the Minister of Interior and federal bodies bound 
by international agreements or obligations pertaining to the purchase transactions carried 
out by these bodies.

The Property Law prevents foreign ownership of real property with the exception of areas 
designated by the respective governments of particular emirates.

The Bankruptcy Law has introduced a regime that allows for protection and reorganisation 
of distressed businesses. Other key features of the Bankruptcy Law include the following•

; A debtor can seek court protection and assistance while it agrees to a Dnancial 
arrangement with its creditors without having to proceed to bankruptcy proceedings 
(preventive composition). Rather than having to proceed directly (or at all) 
to bankruptcy proceedings, preventive composition will afford the debtor the 
opportunity to reach an agreement with its creditors for the repayment of sums 
owed, while under court protection from individual creditor claims. This option will be 
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available to the debtor only if it has not been in default for more than 10 consecutive 
business days and is not insolvent. The debtor will not be able to dispose of any 
property, stocks or shares, make any borrowings, or (if a company) change ownership 
or corporate form while it is undergoing this process.

; A creditor (or group of creditors) must now have a debt owed of at least J00,000 
dirhams before it can initiate bankruptcy proceedings.

; Under previous law, the UAE Penal Code treated bankruptcy as a potentially criminal 
act, even if not accomplished by fraud. The Bankruptcy Law abolishes the criminal 
provisions relating to non-fraudulent bankruptcy, eliminating the perceived stigma 
under the prior law. 3espite this, the Bankruptcy Law in many circumstances still 
provides for criminal liability of entities and persons involved in a case of bankruptcy, 
and the existence of these provisions may continue to give owners, directors and 
management signiDcant cause for concern.

; Criminal proceedings relating to Vbounced  cheSues will be suspended for the duration 
of the preventive composition or restructuring procedures.

; A debtor can raise new Dnance during the preventive composition or restructuring 
process, with court approval.

9hile the Bankruptcy Law favours debtors by giving them greater exibility and protections 
in the event of insolvency, it remains to be seen how it will be implemented in practice and 
whether debtors make use of its provisions. Nevertheless, the introduction of an insolvency 
regime that offers protection and encourages restructuring to enable troubled businesses 
to survive what would otherwise have been a bankruptcy situation is welcome, and is a 
milestone development in the UAE s business law landscape.

Finally, free zones enable J00 per cent foreign ownership. Most free zones in the UAE have 
their own company law and regulations, and the provisions of the Commercial Companies 
Law are generally not applicable to companies incorporated in free zones. Companies 
established in a particular free zone are limited to conducting their business from the 
designated geographic area of the free zone and are thus prevented from engaging in 
commercial activity from the UAE outside of the relevant free zone.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Dejnitions
(ow is a foreiKn inJestor or foreiKn inJestbent deOned in the applicajle 
lawq

There is no statutory deDnition of a foreign investor or foreign investment. Generally, a foreign 
investor will be a physical or legal person not holding the nationality of the UAE and investing 
funds in the UAE.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Special rules for SOEs and SWFs
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&re there special rules for inJestbents bade jy foreiKn state.owned 
enterprises )SEWsx and soJereiKn wealth funds )SFRsxq (ow is an SEW 
or SFR deOnedq

There are no formal laws or regulations addressing F3I by :OEs or :9Fs in the UAE.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Relevant authorities
Fhich o‘cials or jodies are the cobpetent authorities to reJiew berKers 
or ackuisitions on national interest Kroundsq

There are no speciDc government agencies or authorities responsible for reviewing or 
authorising transactions on the grounds of national interest per se.

The Ministry of Economy (Ministry) is the supervisory and regulatory authority responsible 
for implementing, monitoring and enforcing the Competition Law, whereby the conduct of 
any form of economic activity or exploitation of intellectual property rights by a natural or 
legal person in the UAE or outside of the UAE that affects competition inside the UAE, or 
economic activities occurs outside the UAE but has the ability to affect competition in the 
UAE, reSuires the approval of the Ministry. The Ministry has also established a Competition 
Committee, which is tasked with the day-to-day enforcement and development of the 
Competition Law. This Competition Committee has been formed and is operational. To date, 
many merger control Dlings (and resolutions related thereto) have been made. Failure to seek 
the Ministry s approval in relation to this transaction will result in a Dne of up to q per cent of 
annual turnover. Applications must be made at least 10 days prior to the proposed date of a 
relevant transaction taking place, after which the Ministry must respond to the reSuest within 
70 days, or J1q days if additional information had been reSuested as part of the approval 
process.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Relevant authorities
IotwithstandinK the ajoJe.bentioned laws and policies’ how buch 
discretion do the authorities haJe to approJe or regect transactions on 
national interest Kroundsq

The various economic departments of each emirate have fairly broad discretion to accept or 
reject any acSuisitions of entities licensed by these departments. Though national interest is 
not speciDed, a transaction may be rejected on this basis. However, there are no regulatory 
rules or guidelines in this regard.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

PROCEDURE

Jurisdictional thresholds
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Fhat gurisdictional thresholds triKKer a reJiew or application of the lawq 
ms OlinK bandatoryq

Federal Law No. 4 of 20J2, as amended (the Competition Law) reSuires that entities seek 
merger clearance from the Ministry of Economy (Ministry) if they are contemplating a 
transaction that•

; will result in the acSuisition of a direct or indirect, total or partial interest or beneDt in 
assets, eSuity, or obligations of another entity to which the Competition Law appliesQ

; will create or promote a dominant positionQ or

; may affect the level of competition in the relevant market.

In addition, the Competition Law prohibits entities from entering into agreements or 
arrangements (which should be broadly construed) the aim, object or effect of which is to 
restrict competition.

arious regulations enacted pursuant to the Competition Law (Cabinet Resolution No. 18 
of 20J4, the implementing regulations of the Competition Law, Cabinet Resolution No. 
J1 of 20J6 and Cabinet Resolution No. 22 of 20J6 (together, the Threshold Regulations)) 
set out the market share thresholds for the application of• the de minimis exception (to 
the prohibition on restrictive agreements and abuse of dominant position)Q and merger 
control rules, as well as the criteria for identifying small and medium undertakings, which 
are exempted from the Competition Law. The Threshold Regulations set the market share 
threshold for establishing dominance at 40 per cent of the total transactions in the concerned 
market.

Certain entities and industry sectors are expressly exempted. These include•

; federal and local government entities, and entities owned or controlled by the federal 
or emirate governmentsQ

; entities operating in telecomsQ Dnancial servicesQ pharmaceutical production and 
distributionQ cultural activitiesQ oil and gasQ postal services, including express deliveryQ 
electricity and water production and distributionQ sewage and waste disposalQ 
transportationQ and railwaysQ and

; small and medium-sized entities (:MEs). The latter are deDned in the Threshold 
Regulations into three sectors• trade, industry and services.

For the trade and services sectors, an undertaking will be considered an :ME if it has 200 
or fewer employees and annual revenues do not exceed 200 million dirhams. For industry 
sectors, the thresholds are 2q0 employees and 2q0 million dirhams.

Transparent thresholds are provided in respect of the banking sector, which reSuires approval 
for all proposed mergers within the banking sectors from the UAE Central Bank, and 
acSuisition by banks of non-banking-related shares exceeding q per cent of control. However, 
these thresholds do not trigger a review based on national interest and merely represent the 
general reSuirement for approval.

Law stated - 14 December 2023
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National interest clearance
Fhat is the procedure for ojtaininK national interest clearance of 
transactions and other inJestbentsq &re there any OlinK feesq ms OlinK 
bandatoryq

It is possible to apply for an individual exemption from application of article q (banning 
restrictive agreements) and article 6 (prohibiting abuse of a dominant position) of the 
Competition Law, through notifying the relevant agreement or practice to the Ministry s 
Competition Committee by means of the relevant notiDcation form. The application forms 
for the purpose of individual exemption applications and merger control notiDcations have 
been issued by the Ministry. The procedure for seeking an exemption is set out in the 
Threshold Regulations and involves a written application to the Competition Committee 
seeking an exemption for a transaction. A merger clearance reSuest is triggered (and must 
be Dled) in cases where there is an Veconomic concentration , unless an exemption applies, 
irrespective of whether the parties to the concentration have a formal presence in the UAE. 
The deDnition of Veconomic concentration  is deDned broadly under the Competition Law 
and includes any act resulting in a total or partial transfer of shares from one company 
to another that allows the company or group of companies to control, whether directly or 
indirectly, another company or group of companies. The entity seeking the exemption must 
provide copies of its constitutive documents and Dnancial statements (for the past two 
Dnancial years). In addition, it must submit an economic rationale for the transaction and its 
reasons for reSuesting the exemption. All documents submitted must be in Arabic, but may 
be accompanied by an English translation. The applicant may identify possible conDdential 
information contained in the materials submitted to the Competition Committee, and in this 
case must also submit a non-conDdential summary of it. Further documents and information 
can be reSuested during the proceedings by the Competition Committee. The Competition 
Committee can reSuest third parties that may possibly be affected by the concentration to 
submit their comments in this regard within Jq days from the reSuest. To gather additional 
information and insight on the possible impact of the notiDed concentration on the market, 
the Competition Committee can also hold interviews with the relevant undertakings and 
interested third parties in the course of the proceedings. At present, there are no fees payable 
for a merger clearance reSuest.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

National interest clearance
Fhich party is responsijle for securinK approJalq

For exemptions, the relevant party seeking an exemption must apply. For other cases 
of notiDcation (such as of dominant position), the interested parties are responsible for 
seeking and securing approval. As in the case of notiDcations for exemption, the Competition 
Committee can reSuest third parties that may possibly be affected by the concentration to 
submit their comments in this regard within Jq days from the approval reSuest.

Law stated - 14 December 2023
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Review process
(ow lonK does the reJiew process taHeq Fhat factors deterbine the 
tibelines for clearanceq &re there any e ebptions’ or any e pedited or 
fast.tracH? optionsq

Unlike other international jurisdictions with clearly regulated review processes, the UAE s 
informal regulatory regime does not establish speciDc time frames for the approval of 
foreign direct investment (F3I) transactions. These may vary signiDcantly, depending on the 
particular authority involved in granting reSuired approvals. Note that prior approval under 
the Competition Law would not be reSuired if a foreign investor established a direct presence 
in the UAEQ in this case, the foreign investor would be reSuired only to obtain a licence from 
the local licensing authority, unless the intended business activity reSuires a special approval 
from a sector-speciDc UAE authority.

A speciDc example of relevant time frames is the response to applications for approval 
from the Ministry under the Competition Law, which will occur within 70 days (J1q days if 
additional information is reSuested from the applicant). If the Minister of Economy does not 
issue a resolution by the speciDed deadline, the transaction shall be deemed to be authorised.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Review process
Must the reJiew je cobpleted jefore the parties can close the 
transactionq Fhat are the penalties or other consekuences if the parties 
ibplebent the transaction jefore clearance is ojtainedq

Approvals must be sought and granted prior to engaging in a transaction. Heavy Dnes may 
be imposed for failure to wait for approval to be granted.

The Competition Law provides for potentially far-reaching penalties in the event of violation. 
These penalties include• Dnes of between q00,000 and q million dirhams for entering into 
restrictive agreements or abusing market dominanceQ and Dnes of 2 per cent to q per cent of 
the infringing entity s annual revenue derived from the sale of the relevant goods and services 
in the UAE for failure to notify a transaction that must be notiDed pursuant to the Competition 
Law. Continued violation of the provisions of the Competition Law may result in Dnes being 
doubled. The courts may also order the violating enterprise to shut down operations for 
a period of between three and six months. An entity violating the Competition Law also 
exposes itself to possible criminal sanctions.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Involvement of authorities
Can forbal or inforbal Kuidance frob the authorities je ojtained prior 
to a OlinK jeinK badeq Do the authorities e pect pre.OlinK dialoKue or 
beetinKsq
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There is no formal review process of F3I transactions in the UAE, and relevant policy 
considerations inform the general approval process, which also considers economic and 
cultural objectives. It is common practice to seek informal pre-approval in relation to any 
transaction reSuiring government approval. Therefore, foreign investors should contact the 
relevant authority informally to discuss the envisioned transaction prior to making a formal 
application. As a result, they will be informally notiDed of particular aspects of a proposed 
transaction that, in the reviewing authority s opinion, will pose a concern. :uch informal 
notiDcation may also include information relating to national security or other concerns that 
could lead to the rejection of the proposed transaction.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Involvement of authorities
Fhen are KoJernbent relations’ pujlic affairs’ lojjyinK or other 
specialists bade use of to support the reJiew of a transaction jy the 
authoritiesq &re there any other lawful inforbal procedures to facilitate 
or e pedite clearanceq

In general, the starting point is the department of economic development in the applicable 
emirate. 3epending on the proposed business activities, other industry sector authorities 
may need to be approached.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Involvement of authorities
Fhat post.closinK or retroactiJe powers do the authorities haJe to reJiew’ 
challenKe or unwind a transaction that was not otherwise sujgect to 
pre.berKer reJiewq

There is no legislative guidance with respect to retroactive powers in relation to the approval 
of foreign investments. However, the government generally enjoys broad powers in this 
regard, and future changes to approve of F3I can occur on a policy basis under the current 
regulatory environment.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

SUBSTANTIVE ASSESSMENT

Substantive test
Fhat is the sujstantiJe test for clearance and on whob is the onus for 
showinK the transaction does or does not satisfy the testq

The Competition Committee of the Ministry of Economy (Ministry) can take into account 
certain criteria listed in Cabinet 3ecision No. 18 of 20J4 on the Implementing Regulation of 
Federal Law No. 4 of 20J2 on the Regulation of Competition (Implementing Regulations), 
including•
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; the real and potential competition level in the concerned marketQ

; how easy it is for new establishments to enter the concerned marketQ

; the extent of the potential impact on the prices of relevant commodities or servicesQ

; the extent of the existence of legal obstacles affecting the entry of new competitorsQ

; the probability of emergence of a dominant position in the concerned marketQ

; the extent of the potential impact on creation, innovation and technical competenceQ

; the extent of contribution in the promotion of investment or export, or the 
enhancement of the national establishments  ability to compete internationallyQ and

; the extent of the impact on the interests of consumers.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Substantive test
To what e tent will the authorities consult or cooperate with o‘cials in 
other countries durinK the sujstantiJe assessbentq

Although there is no regulatory clariDcation available in this regard, the authorities will be free 
to cooperate with o‘cials in other countries at their discretion.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Other relevant parties
Fhat other parties bay jecobe inJolJed in the reJiew processq Fhat 
riKhts and standinK do cobplainants haJeq

The Competition Committee can start an investigation into a possible violation of 
competition provisions either of its own initiative or following a complaint.

Any interested party may Dle a complaint with the Competition Committee by completing the 
relevant form. The complaint must identify, inter alia, the undertakings submitting the form 
and those that are alleged to have breached Federal Law No. 4 of 20J2, as amended (the 
Competition Law), and provide a description of the relevant conduct and of the provisions 
that are deemed to be violated, together with all available evidence.

Though the Competition Law is now in force and the Competition Committee active, 
enforcement activity is still rare. However, to the extent a complainant wishes to Dle a 
complaint against anticompetitive practices, the Competition Committee will accept and 
investigate the complaint.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Prohibition and ob ections to transaction
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Fhat powers do the authorities haJe to prohijit or otherwise interfere with 
a transactionq

The UAE government enjoys extensive powers to prohibit a particular transaction on a policy 
basis or put conditions in place with respect to a particular transaction.

Pursuant to the Competition Law, the Minister of Economy (Minister) can withdraw a 
clearance that has already been granted if•

; the conditions and circumstances in light of which the clearance was issued in the 
meantime have changedQ

; the company did not comply with the remedies imposed by the Minister in its 
resolutionQ and

; it is determined that the information whereby the concentration was authorised was 
incorrect or misleading.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Prohibition and ob ections to transaction
ms it possijle to rebedy or aJoid the authorities? ojgections to a 
transaction’ for e abple’ jy KiJinK undertaHinKs or aKreeinK to other 
bitiKation arranKebentsq

:peciDc shortfalls informally identiDed by the authorities may be rectiDed prior to submitting 
the Dnal application for an approval. However, rectiDcation of shortfalls subseSuent to the 
making of a Dnal decision by a government authority will be at the discretion of the relevant 
authority.

9ith the exception of conduct in breach of conDdential provisions pursuant to article Jq of 
the Competition Law, the Minister may enter into a settlement with the companies that are 
deemed to have breached the Law, provided that•

; these companies pay a Dne whose amount is no less than two-thirds of the Dne 
provided by the Competition LawQ and

; the settlement is entered into before the Dling of a criminal case.

:ettlement becomes effective following the payment of the Dne by the relevant company.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Challenge and appeal
Can a neKatiJe decision je challenKed or appealedq

The Implementing Regulations provide for an appeal whereby any stakeholder may submit a 
written petition for review to the Minister in order to reconsider the decisions issued thereby 
by virtue of the provisions of the Competition Law, within a period of maximum J4 days as 
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of the date of taking note thereof, provided that the justiDcations are stated in such petition 
and supporting documents are enclosed therewith.

The Competition Committee shall study the petition and submit its recommendation to the 
Minister within a period of maximum J0 days as of the date of referral of the petition thereto. 
The Minister shall decide upon the petition by accepting or rejecting it within 10 days as of 
the date of submittal thereof. If this period lapses without a decision issued by the Minister, 
the appeal is deemed rejected.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

Conjdential information
Fhat safeKuards are in place to protect conOdential inforbation frob 
jeinK dissebinated and what are the consekuences if conOdentiality is 
jreachedq

There are sophisticated laws relating to the protection of data and non-disclosure of private 
information. However, given the lack of transparency associated with the foreign direct 
investment approvals reSuired, it is di‘cult to ensure absolute certainty in this regard.

9ith regard to applications submitted pursuant to the Competition Law, this law speciDcally 
reSuires the Ministry to take steps to maintain the conDdentiality of sensitive information 
in relation to companies in the context of competition proceedings. Companies submitting 
documents to the Ministry will need to mark conDdential information as conDdential and 
also submit non-conDdential summaries. The Competition Law also provides for a Dne of 
between q0,000 and 200,000 dirhams in case of breach of the conDdentiality obligations.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

RECENT CASES

Relevant recent case law
Discuss in detail up to three recent cases that re ect how the foreKoinK 
laws and policies were applied and the outcobe’ includinK’ where 
possijle’ e abples of regections,

Not applicable.

Law stated - 14 December 2023

UPDATE AND TRENDS

Key developments of the past year
&re there any deJelopbents’ eberKinK trends or hot topics in foreiKn 
inJestbent reJiew reKulation in your gurisdictionq &re there any current 
proposed chanKes in the law or policy that will haJe an ibpact on foreiKn 
inJestbent and national interest reJiewq
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The recent changes to the legal landscape have removed the reSuirement for a company 
(such as a limited liability company, which is the most common form of entity used by 
investors) to have at least qJ per cent UAE national ownership. :ubject to certain restrictions 
on limited activities, a foreign investor can establish a J00 per cent foreign-owned company 
in mainland (outside of free zone areas) UAE. Free zones have always allowed J00 per cent 
foreign ownership.

The introduction of the Federal 3ecree-Law No. 48 of 2022 on the Taxation of Corporations 
and Businesses and related regulations and decisions will affect foreign investments in the 
UAE. New rules and regulations are regularly being issued under the UAE corporate tax law.

Law stated - 14 December 2023
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